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Abstract
The objective of this article was to develop a global guideline based on the necessity of evening exercise to improve insulin
turnover and intermediary metabolism. Glucose intolerance develops as day leaves for evening and night. Designing public
health programs that involve evening and early night exercise can induce insulin sensitivity and reduce cellular irresponsiveness to insulin, especially in overweight and obese people. This is a feasible approach to help overcome the many health
issues caused or augmented by obesity and diabetes mellitus.
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Innovative Formulation and Discussion
The global human populations increasingly suffer from obesity as
a super-cancer of the modern age [1-4]. Public data suggest that
in many parts of the world, obesity and overweightness occur in
up to 60-70% of the entire populations. This is just overwhelmingly catastrophic and must be minimized to better life quality
globally. Childhood obesity is also a rising concern, jeopardizing
future adult health and life satisfaction. Obesity is usually linked to
many health problems of notably diabetes, metabolic syndrome,
fatty liver, hepatic steatosis and various cancers [5, 6].
Glucose intolerance and insulin resistance develop as evening and
night begin [7]. This circadian phenomenon stems from the evolution of the mankind in nature where day and night are respectively the most and least active phases of the 24-h period. When
rested or asleep, much less nutrients are needed by human cells,

and thus, much less insulin and related endocrinological work are
required to maintain metabolic homeostasis. Due to such an evolutionary circadian property of human metabolism, taking evening and night food meals has been greatly discouraged to help
prevent obesity and to reduce its severity in obese people [8-11].
Fitting circadian rhythms of exercise with those of eating has
also been recently urged to improve intermediary metabolism and
more effectively minimize risks from extreme central adiposity
and diabetes [5, 6]. Based on the major philosophy of the current
article, evening and early night exercise can complement the success of the eating programs involving no major night meals and
frequent but small day-time and early evening meals.
Adequately intense evening exercise that causes serious sweating and increased heart beating, will effectively improve cellular
oxidation and waste management. As a result of the increased
cellular demands for oxidation and energy, circulating nutrients
can more easily enter cells mostly due to the already enhanced insulin-driven uptake. Owing to the improved insulin turnover, less
insulin would be required to metabolize substrates, when compared to a scenario of no or little evening exercise. Thus, diabetic
conditions are least likely to happen. Intense exercise is expected
to induce hunger. Eating limited amount of food in certainly
needed, whereas it would be extra and entirely unhealthy without
the evening exercise. The latter often occurs in today’s lifestyles.
However, care must be taken to not overconsume energy after
evening exercise to greatly benefit from the metabolic advantages.
An example for minimal equivalent intensity of the evening exercise recommended herein would be approximately 20-30 min of
mid-speed running of 5-10 km/h.

Implications
This pragmatic public health article developed a global strategic
guideline for the highly demanded evening exercise. This public
health program greatly helps to improve intermediary metabolism
and insulin action, particularly in overweight and obese individu-
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als. The strategy has an immense capacity to prevent obesity and
related cardiovascular and metabolic abnormalities.
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